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We are proud to welcome you, -passengers, crew and ships to
our new cruise quay situated in the city centre of Harstad. 
Harstad is located in Norway's largest island, and here you
can explore beautiful nature and urban life in one and the
same place. 
- Anne Britt Bekken, Director Port of Harstad
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Welcome to Harstad 



Ordering quay and service 
In order for Harstad Port Authority to grant
you docking rights a formal request needs to
be sent including previous harbour, next
harbour, security level of the vessel, waste
declaration, intention to load and unload
goods and invoice receivers. It is necessary
to announce expected arrival time (ETA) at
Harstad harbour latest 24 hours in advance. 

Harstad Port Authority can provide the
following services upon request that have
been sent to Harstad Port Authority by latest
12 am the previous day such as security,
towing, water supply and mooring. Services
are provided according to available
capacity.

Due to coastal route calls, Harstad harbor
cannot accept cruise ships larger than 150
m before 09:00 AM and have to departure
06:00 AM next morning. 
If the ships are under 150 m, ships can lie for
24 hours. 
Duty to provide information 
Harstad Port Authority can demand a copy
of documentation to fulfil public
requirements to keep statistics. This includes
all information and documentation
necessary to control, calculate and collect
fees.

General terms and conditions 
The following commercial terms and conditions apply for Harstad Port Authority (HPA)
unless otherwise provided by law and related regulations or decisions. No liability is
accepted for misprints.

Conditions for Harbour due 
Vessels calling within Harstad Port
Authority’s port areas are subject to a
harbour due. The harbour due is
calculated using the vessel’s gross
tonnage (GT) as stated in the vessel’s
tonnage certificate.

The harbour due covers the Port
Authority’s costs rela ted to facilitating
safety and accessibility in the harbour
fairway.

Conditions for Quay due 
Vessels calling at Harstad Port Authority’s
public quays are subject to a quay due.
The quay due is calculated usingthe
gross tonnage (GT) of the vessel. 

Quay dues are payment for the use of
Harstad Port Authority’s quays, and are
paid according to the length of stay,
although never less than for 24 hours. The
length of stay is defined as the time
between berthing and unberthing, and is
broken down to number of days. 

The quay due is charged to enable future
infrastructural investmentsas well as
maintenance and use of existing quays.
Furthermore, planning, logistics, external
communication and welcoming facilities
are coordinated in connection to
eachcall.

ISPS fee 
Vessels calling at Harstad Port Authority’s
public quaysare subject to an ISPS fee. The
ISPS fee is calculated by the total vessel’s
gross tonnage (GT). The ISPS fee is the
vessel's payment to cover costs for
investments and operation of 
security measures and terrorist
preparedness in the port. All vessels calling
at the ISPS-approved port terminal must
pay security fees.



Harstad Port Authority and EPI 

Harstad Port Authority is starting with EPI from 2024. Under is the formula for
surcharge and discount. Calculate mark-up if EPI-Score is NOT 40. 

EPI - Environmental Port Index
How the EPI Works

The Environmental Port Index is founded upon a sophisticated calculation for the
environmental impact of ships, which has been developed in collaboration with DNV and
numerous shipping industry experts.
A unique reporting tool was then built around the calculation, with the aim of
empowering ship owners and port operators to increase their operational efficiency
while reducing their impact on the environment.
Overall, the EPI reporting tool includes four core elements; the EPI Baseline, the EPI Portal,
the EPI Score, and the EPI Reports.

Harstad Port Authority and EPI 

If the vessel did not send in data within 72 hours
after the call to get an EPI-score, the EPI score is
set to: 0

The total quay due is determined by the vessels
EPI.

For questions about EPI please contact Harstad
Port Authority



ISPS fee Price

Security fee per GT* 0,35 per call, per day. 

Harbour due Price

Harbor due per GT 0,33 per call

Total ESI-score f.o.m 50 to 75* 20%

Total ESI-score f.o.m 75 or more* 30%

Quay due Price

Quay due per GT 0,89

Water supplies Price

Price per ton 27,00
Order of water supplies shall take place no later
than 24 hours befor arrival. Minimum price, as

for 10 tons

HPA plugs/unplugs 
 ( 08 AM-15.30PM)

850 Minimum 1 hour within normal working hours 

HPA plugs/unplugs
(15.30 PM-21:00 PM)

1275 Minimum 2 hour outside normal working hours

HPA plugs/unplugs
(21 PM-08 AM) 1700 Minimum 2 hour outside normal working hours

HPA plugs/unplugs
Holidays 1983 Minimum 2 hour outside normal working hours

All prices quoted in this document are stated in Norwegian kroner (NOK) and are VAT
exclusive. More specifications are available in the Norwegian version
“Forretningsvilkår” and “Prisregulativ”.

Pricec 2024

*ESI: The discount is only given for calls within the validity period of the ESI certificate and where the ESI
registration is stated in the notification of call

*ISPS: In case of unpredicted extra security measures, we will charge costs as occurred.



All prices quoted in this document are stated in Norwegian kroner (NOK) and are VAT
exclusive. More specifications are available in the Norwegian version
“Forretningsvilkår” and “Prisregulativ”.

Pricec 2024

Rental of equipment Price

Gangway 3500 Per day 

Yokohama-fender 3605 Per day

Use of wheel loader * 721 *Hiring charges for HPA have to be added. Minimum 1 hour 

Port boat * 3090 *Hiring charges for HPA have to be added. Minimum 1 hours 

Hiring cost for Harstad
port authorty 

HPA 
 ( 08 AM-15.30PM)

850 Minimum 1 hour within normal working hours 

HPA 
(15.30 PM-21:00 PM)

1275 Minimum 2 hour outside normal working hours

HPA 
(21 PM-08 AM) 1700 Minimum 2 hour outside normal working hours

HPA 
Holidays 1983 Minimum 2 hour outside normal working hours



The following discounts apply on quay dues: 

Slow cruising:
This applies to new calls from 2024
By choosing this cruising option a financial incentive will be given by each of the ports of
call. In order to qualify for the discount, the following criteria apply

You need to call a minimum of 3 of the 4 ports consecutively to qualify for a discount.
(Harstad, Narvik, Lofoten & Sortland) 
Same discount applies in all the ports you choose. 
The financial incentive will be registered upon confirmation of booking under and
applied to the final invoice

Read more about booking and more at slow cruising in attachment 1

Discounts 2024
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Port of Harstad 



In the event of cancellation of cruise calls, the following provisions apply: 

Cancellation within 12 months before the ETA accrues 5% of the quay due  
Cancellation within 6 months before ETA accrues 15% of quay due  
Cancellation within 2 months before ETA accrues 30% of quay due
Cancellation within 48 hours before the eTA accrues 100% of quay due 

In some cases, after a closer assessment of the Port of Harstad, there may be
extraordinary circumstances that mean that the cancellation fee is not
invoiced. Direct costs incurred as a result of a cancellation will still be charged
to the ship.  

The cancellation fee does not apply to change of date and/or change of ship
as far as it is possible to make changes based on capacity. 

In case of cancellation of cruise calls
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Attachment 1 - Slow Cruising 
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Attachment 1 - Slow Cruising 
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Cecilia Henningsen 
 +47 971 00 715

cecilia.henningsen@harstad.kommune.no

+47 770 01212
havnevakta@harstad.kommune.no 

Contact information 

Marketing  cruise 

Harbour Guard


